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INTRODUCTION

HIV-1 IN is an essential enzyme for the integration of viral

DNA into the host cell genome. The process of DNA incorpora-

tion occurs in two spatially and temporally distinct steps known

as 30 processing and strand transfer. The 30 processing occurs in

the cytoplasm, where IN binds the viral DNA and then removes a

dinucleotide adjacent to a conserved CA sequence from the 30

end of each strand.1,2 Here, IN is supposed to be in equilibrium

between its monomeric, dimeric, tetrameric, and high order oli-

gomeric states. Only the dimer is able to bind the viral DNA,

and, thus, it represents the active form of the enzyme.3,4 The pro-

tein-DNA complex is then transported into the nucleus by several

cofactor such as Transportin-SR2 (TR2), recently discovered by

Christ et al.5

After nuclear import, probably two DNA-bound dimers

approach each other in the presence of the cellular protein

LEDGF/p75 and form a tetramer. Subsequently, integration pro-

ceeds to the strand-transfer step (Fig. 1). The free IN tetramer

presumably does not bind DNA directly, and tetramerization

occurs only by the interaction between two DNA-bound

dimers.3,4 HIV-1 IN activity requires binding to the LEDGF/p75,

which is known to activate IN in cell studies and in vitro by teth-

ering it to the host chromosomes.6 Although low concentrations

of LEDGF/p75 stimulate IN binding to DNA as well as its enzy-

matic activity,7 overexpression of the LEDGF/p75 IBD inhibits

HIV-1 replication and blocks nuclear import of IN.8 It has been

recently hypothesized that the inhibition of IN by overexpression

of LEDGF/p75 could be explained by a shiftide mechanism.
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ABSTRACT

A crystal structure of the integrase binding domain

(IBD) of the lens epithelium-derived growth factor

(LEDGF/p75) in complex with the dimer of the

HIV-1 integrase (IN) catalytic core domain (CCD)

provides useful information that might help in the

understanding of essential protein-protein contacts

in HIV-1. However, mutagenic studies indicated that

interactions between the full-length proteins were

more extensive than the contacts observed in the

co-crystal structure of the isolated domains. On

the other hand, the biochemical characterization of

the interaction between full-length IN and LEDGF/

p75 has recently proved that LEDGF/p75 promotes

IN tetramerization with two LEDGF/p75 IBD mole-

cules bound to the IN tetramer. This experimental

evidence suggests that to obtain a complete struc-

tural description of the interactions between the

two proteins, the full-length tetrameric structure of

IN should be considered. Our aim was to obtain a

detailed picture of HIV-1 IN interactions with cellu-

lar co-factors that was of general interest, particu-

larly for the development of small molecule IN

inhibitors, which mimic the IBD of LEDGF/p75. To

this end, we performed bioinformatics analyses to

identify protein sequence domains involved in long-

range recognition. Subsequently, we applied molecu-

lar dynamics techniques to investigate the detailed

interactions between the complete tetrameric form

of IN and two molecules of the IBD of LEDGF/p75.

Our dynamic picture is in agreement with experi-

mental data and, thereby, provides new details of

the IN-LEDGF/p75 interaction.
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Briefly, this hypothetical model suggests that the IBD of

LEDGF/p75 binds the IN tetramer in the cytoplasm,

which shifts the IN oligomerization equilibrium from the

active dimer toward the inactive tetramer.9–11

A crystal structure of the integrase binding domain

(IBD) of the lens epithelium-derived growth factor

(LEDGF/p75) in complex with the dimer of the HIV-1

integrase (IN) catalytic core domain (CCD) provides use-

ful information that might help in the understanding of

essential protein-protein contacts in HIV-1.12 The avail-

ability of such crystal structure has made possible the

identification of new inhibitors able to disrupt the inter-

action between LEDGF/p75 and IN.13–15 In this regard, a

series of derivatives (LEDGINs) that act as potent inhibi-

tors of the LEDGF/p75-IN interaction and of HIV-1 rep-

lication has been recently disclosed.15

Despite the great impact of this crystallographic structure

on the development of new anti-HIV-1 inhibitors, muta-

genic studies indicated that interactions between the full-

length LEDGF/p75 and IN proteins were more extensive

than the contacts that were observed in the co-crystal struc-

ture of the isolated domains. In particular, Maertens et al.16

have shown that not only is the CCD of IN involved in the

interaction with LEDGF/p75, but the N-terminal zinc bind-

ing domain also plays an important role. In fact, both

domains are essential for nuclear localization of IN as well

as for the association of IN with condensed chromosomes

during mitosis. Moreover, biochemical characterizations of

the interactions between full-length proteins have recently

shown that LEDGF/p75 could promote IN tetramerization

with two LEDGF/p75 IBD molecules bound to the IN tet-

ramer.17 In light of these results, a three-dimensional model

of the LEDGF/p75 IBD-IN/tetramer complex provides a

detailed description of the contacts between the two inter-

acting macromolecules and could act as the starting point

for the design of new HIV-1 inhibitors.

The informational spectrum method18 (ISM), is a

sequence analysis method that allows one to determine

nonobvious physicochemical patterns that correlate with

protein interaction domains. The ISM represents a bioin-

formatics concept that is useful when trying to explore

the long-range properties of biological macromolecules.

Interactions between biological molecules depend not

only on short range interactions but also on interactions

governed by long-range attractive forces which are effi-

cient at a distance longer than one linear dimension of

the interacting macromolecules (for a detailed review of

the physical basis of this concept see Ref. 19). Briefly, the

concordance of long-range interaction (LRI) properties

between interacting molecules results in an acceleration

of biochemical processes by an increase of the number of

productive collisions in comparison with the accidental

encounter of molecules. The ISM,18 is a sequence analysis

method that allows one to determine nonobvious physi-

cochemical patterns that correlate with long-range prop-

erties (Scheme 1).

ISM has been used successfully several times as an ini-

tial step in the identification of partner protein interac-

tors and interacting protein domains.20–25 In the present

work, we used the ISM to predict HIV-1 IN domains

that were potentially involved in an interaction with

LEDGF/p75. On the other hand, molecular dynamics

techniques26 together with the molecular mechanics-gen-

eralized Born surface area (MM/GBSA)27 approach were

applied to investigate the detailed interactions between

the complete tetrameric form of IN and two molecules of

LEDGF/p75 IBD. As a result, we identified amino acids

of both interacting proteins that make strong and recur-

ring interactions in the protein complex. To study the

role of LEDGF/p75 in the stabilization of the IN, molec-

ular dynamics (MD) simulations were also performed on

the free tetrameric form of integrase (unbound with

LEDGF/p75). By comparing the two trajectory profiles, it

was possible to show that while the IN-LEDGF/p75 com-

plex is stable during the time of simulation, the IN tet-

ramer had very different behavior when it was free. These

results are in agreement with biochemical experiments.17

Our results provide insight into the molecular basis for

the recognition between IN and LEDGF/p75, and

they will be useful for the design of new anti-HIV-1

inhibitors.

METHODS

Informational spectrum method

Understanding how molecules recognize each other is

very important to protein engineering and drug design.

Success of this recognition mainly depends on structural

complementarities between interacting molecules. Under

this assumption, one only needs to consider short-range

interactions (SRIs) between a drug and its target or

between two proteins. However, it is well-established that

while SRIs do play key roles in the recognition of two

Figure 1
Hypothetical oligomerization IN equilibrium.
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molecules, LRIs are equally important. The ISM is a bio-

informatics approach that allows for the consideration of

the long-range properties of the interacting molecules by

examining patterns of electron-ion interaction potential

(EIIP), the amino acid parameter representing the main

energy term of the valence electrons. It has been shown

that EIIP is an essential physical parameter that deter-

mines the long-range properties of biological molecules

and is most suitable for analysis of protein-protein interac-

tions in this context. The ISM procedure encompasses two

stages. The first involves the transformation of the amino

acid sequence into a numerical sequence by assigning to

each amino acid the value of the EIIP, which was calculated

using the general pseudopotential model. By using the dis-

crete Fourier transform, the numerical sequence was then

transformed into the frequency domain to create an infor-

mational spectrum. The absolute value of the complex Fou-

rier transform defines the amplitude spectrum that is rele-

vant for protein analyses. Because the average distance

between residues in a protein chain is 3.8 Å, it is assumed

that the points in each derived series are equidistant, and,

thus, the distance is arbitrarily set equal to 1. The maximum

frequency in the spectrum is F 5 1/2d5 0.5.

According to the ISM, the IS spectra of interacting pro-

teins share common frequency components. To identify the

common spectral characteristic(s) of the two sequences,

mathematical filtering is performed by multiplication of the

conjugate complex Fourier transform by the Fourier trans-

form of the target signal. The result of the multiplication is

the cross-spectral (CS) function. The prominent peaks in

this function denote the common frequency components of

the analyzed proteins. The numerical series that are derived

from the analyzed sequences are normalized to zero mean

and are zero padded to produce a vector that is equal in

length to the smallest power of two greater than (or equal

to) the largest domain in the data set.

Here, we have applied the ISM to identify important

informational characteristic of the interaction between

LEDGF/p75 and HIV-1 IN and to predict the protein

domains potentially involved in interaction. Protein

sequences LEDGF/p75 (O75475) and HIV-1 IN (P03366)

were retrieved from UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot.

Computational peptide mapping

Peptide mapping was used to define linear protein

fragments that contribute the most to the amplitude at

the characteristic frequency and are, therefore, responsi-

ble for interactions described by that particular spectral

characteristic. The sequences of HIV-1 IN and LEDGF/

p75 were scanned by the ISM algorithm as overlapping

polypeptides with a one-residue shift, which led to the

identification of all deletions that decrease the amplitude

at the corresponding characteristic frequency. Vanegas

et al.6 have shown that the 67-residues domain are neces-

sary and sufficient to mediate the IN interaction, there-

fore we decided to screen the protein sequences with 50–

70 residues windows.

Molecular systems

In light of the fact that the structure of full-length

HIV-1 IN has yet to be determined, a whole IN tetramer

Scheme 1
The ISM procedure. The first phase involves the transformation of the

amino acid sequence symbolized in alphabetic code into a numerical

sequence. This is done by presenting each residue in the sequence by

the value of chemical descriptor, the electron-ion interaction potential

(EIIP) which corresponds to the average energy states of all valence

electrons in a particular amino acid. In the second phase, the numerical

sequence is transformed into the virtual frequency domain to create an

ISM spectrum by using discreet Fourier transformation.
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was constructed by assembling the available structures in

the Protein Data Bank (PDB), as already reported by

other authors.28

In detail, the three-dimensional structure 1K6Y29 was

used as the initial template. First, the CCDs of 1K6Y

were completed by superimposing chain C of the 1BL3

structure.30 Then, the CCD of PDB structure 1EX431 was

superimposed with 1K6Y to add the C-terminal domains.

Next, in the N-terminal domains, the lacking nine resi-

dues 47–55 were correctly placed through alignment with

the 1WJD32 structure. The resulting tetrameric structure

(named the free IN tetramer) was used as the template

for the alignment of the CCD-IBD (PDB code 2B4J)12 to

place the two LEDGF/p75 molecules in the correct posi-

tion within the complex of the IN tetramer (named the

IN tetramer-LEDGF/p75 complex). The two assemblies,

visualized in Figure 2, were utilized as the starting point

for MD simulations.

MD simulations

Molecular dynamic simulations have been performed

to optimize the protein systems and to calculate the free

energy of binding through use of the MM/GBSA. The

AMBER 10 suite of programs and the parm94 force field

were used.33 A nonbonded approach was used for the

catalytic zinc atoms. Zinc was assigned a formal charge

of 12.0, a van der Waal’s radius 1.10 Å and a well depth

e 5 0.25 kcal/mol according to previously derived pa-

rameters.34 An appropriate number of counter-ions (36

Cl2 ions for free tetrameric IN system and 40 Cl2 ions

for the tetramer IN-LEGDF/p75 IBD system) were added

to neutralize the system, and each of the two starting

structures was placed in a rectangular parallelepiped box

of TIP3P water molecules. The distance between the box

walls and the protein was set to 8 Å. Both MD runs were

set up with the same protocol widely validated in previ-

ous studies on similar protein systems.35,36 Before MD

simulations, two stages of energy minimization were per-

formed to remove bad contacts. In the first stage, we

kept the protein fixed with a constraint of 500 kcal/mol,

and we minimized the positions of the water molecules.

Then, in the second stage, we minimized the entire sys-

tem, applying a constraint of 20 kcal/mol on the a car-

bon. The two minimization stages consisted of 5000 steps

in which the first 1000 were steepest descent, and the last

4000 were conjugate gradient. MD trajectories were run

using the minimized structure as a starting input. Con-

stant volume simulations were performed for 1000 ps,

during which time the temperature was raised from 0 to

300 K using the Langevin dynamics method. Then, 3000

ps of constant-pressure MD simulations were performed

at 300 K in three steps of 1000 ps each. During the three

periods of this second stage, the a carbons were blocked

with harmonic force constants of 10, 5, and 1 kcal/

mol�Å, respectively. Finally, a 24 ns MD simulation with-

out restraint was run at a constant temperature of 300 K

and a constant pressure of 1 atm. During the simula-

tions, the Particle Mesh Ewald method was employed to

calculate the long-range electrostatic interactions, while

the SHAKE method was applied to constrain all covalent

bonds involving hydrogen atoms. A 10-Å cutoff value

was used for the nonbonded interactions, and a time

step of 2 fs was used for the simulations.

Free energy decomposition

The MM-GBSA approach, which was implemented in

the AMBER program,33 was chosen to decompose the

binding free energy between the full-length tetramer of

Figure 2
(A) Free IN tetramer and (B) IN tetramer-LEDGF/p75 complex.

Interaction Between HIV-1 IN and LEDGF/p75
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HIV-1 IN and two molecules of LEDGF/p75 into individ-

ual amino acid contributions to map the interactions

that have a dominant role in the complex formation. The

MM-GBSA utilizes the structural information derived

from MD simulations to develop estimates of binding

free energies in a posteriori analysis of the trajectories of

each structure followed by energy component averaging.

The purpose of this analysis is to generate structures

with explicit solvent and transfer them to continuum sol-

vent free energy evaluations thus rendering the free

energy problem computationally tractable. Even if several

approximations are introduced in the MM/GBSA method

that preclude calculations of absolute values of the bind-

ing free energies, this methodology can be applied suc-

cessfully to identify the energy ‘‘hot spot’’ residues in

protein-protein complexes.37,38

The last 12 ns of IN tetramer-LEDGF/p75 IBD com-

plex simulation was regarded as stable and was used to

extract 100 snapshots from each trajectory with intervals

of 120 ps between them. Briefly, in the MM-GBSA

approach, the protein-protein binding free energy

(DGbinding) for each snapshot is estimated using Eq. (1):

DGbinding ¼ ½Gcomplex� � ½Gprotein1� � ½Gprotein2� ð1Þ

where Gcomplex, Gprotein1, and Gprotein2 are the free ener-

gies of the complex, protein1, and protein2, respectively.

Such energies were calculated based on an average taken

over snapshots from the MD trajectories. Each binding

free energy term in Eq. (1) is calculated using Eq. (2):

G ¼ Egas þ Gsolvation � TS ð2Þ

where Egas is the gas phase energy and is calculated by

Eq. (3) with dielectric constant e 5 1.0 for electrostatic

interaction:

Egas ¼ Eint þ Evdw þ Eelectrostatic ð3Þ

where Gsolvation is the solvation free energy and is com-

puted with Eq. (4):

Gsolvation ¼ GGB þ Gnonpolar ð4Þ

The polar contribution (GGB) was calculated with

the modified GB model described by Onufriev et al.

using ew 5 80.0 and ep 5 1.0. The nonpolar contribution

(Gnonpolar) due to cavity formation and van der Waals

interactions between the solute and the solvent was esti-

mated using Eq. (5):

Gnonpolar ¼ g� SASAþ b ð5Þ

Solvent-accessible surface area (SASA) was determined

by recursively approximating a sphere around an each

atom, starting from an icosahedra (ICOSA method).

The surface tension proportionality constant, g, and

the free energy of nonpolar solvation for a point solute B

were set to 0.0072 kcal/(mol Å2) and 0.00 kcal/mol,

respectively. The radius of the probe sphere used to cal-

culate the SASA was set to 0.0. As reported by other

authors, the contribution of the entropy term is negligi-

ble. Thus, the entropy term was not calculated in this

work.

Finally, binding free energy decomposition per residue

was used to evaluate the contribution of each residue at

an atomic level. The contribution of each residue can be

expressed by Eq. (6):

DGres�binding ¼ DEres�int þ DEres�vdw þ DEres�electrostatic

þ DGres�GB þ DGres�nonpolar � TDSres

ð6Þ
The terms in Eq. (6) are the same as described above.

Each atom’s contribution to the terms in Eq. (6) was

first calculated. Then, by summing these atomic contri-

butions over the atom of a given residue, its contribution

to the binding free energy, DGres-binding, was obtained.

Analysis of MD trajectories

The module Ptraj implemented in AMBER 1033 was

used to analyze trajectories. In particular, the root mean

square deviations and the root mean square fluctuations

(RMSFs) of the a carbons of each residue were calculated

based on data from the production stage. During the

same time of simulation, the hydrogen bonds between IN

and LEDGF/p75 were detected when the acceptor-donor

atom distance was lower than 3.5 Å and the acceptor-H-

donor angle was more that 1208. Ptraj was also used to

monitor the distance between atoms involved in salt-

bridges.

RESULTS

Informational spectrum method: LEDGF/
p75 domains in interaction with HIV-1 IN

ISM analyses was performed to predict IN domains

that were potentially involved in an interaction between

HIV-1 IN and cellular LEDGF/p75. ISs for both proteins

were calculated [Figs. 3(A, B)], and common frequencies

were determined by CS function analysis [Fig. 3(C)]. In

general, the presence of common frequency components

in the two ISs was indicative of a mutual interaction.

These frequencies are denoted as characteristic frequen-

cies and are determined by mathematical filtering using a

CS. The dominant peak in the HIV-1 IN-LEDGF/p75 CS

corresponds to the frequency F(0.4209).

Further, the computational mapping based on the ISM

algorithm was applied to identify the protein domains

that contribute the most to the amplitude at the IS fre-

quency F(0.4209). The decrease in amplitude of the IS in

C. Tintori et al.
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both proteins at F(0.4209) was calculated after perform-

ing theoretical deletions of different lengths within the

primary sequence window of size 50 to 70 residues. The

protein domain in which deletion decreased the ampli-

tude the most was considered to be the peptide contrib-

uting the most to the intensity of the virtual signal at the

predefined frequencies. In LEDGF/p75, this domain

encompassed residues 381 to 430 (Fig. 4), the sequence

that contains residues already found to be important for

binding to IN by means of crystallographic studies. In

Figure 4, two additional low peaks around positions 80

and 450 that are outside the IBD can be observed.

According to the ISM concept, these domains potentially

cooperate with key identified domains in interactions

characterized by the IS frequency 0.4209. It could be

assumed that although these domains are not necessary

for the direct interaction with HIV-1 IN, they contribute

to the long-range recognition process.

With regard to the IN sequence, two different impor-

tant regions were detected (Fig. 5). The most important

region involved the residues 159–222, which is also in

agreement with the crystallographic data.12 The second

region refers to the N-terminal domain of IN (residue 1–

64) suggesting that this region could also be involved in

an interaction with LEDGF/p75.

Analysis of MD simulations

The last 24 ns of the trajectories of the simulations

without restraints were regarded as the production stage

and saved for analysis. The root mean square deviations

(RMSDs) of the a carbons were calculated throughout

the simulations with respect to the starting structure for

both the free tetrameric IN system and the tetramer IN-

LEGDF/p75 IBD complex. The RMSDs of the protein

Cas allowed us to check whether the protein reached the

equilibration state during the MD simulations. Results

are graphically represented in Figure 6. After the first 12

ns, the structure of the tetramer IN-LEGDF/p75 IBD

complex was fairly stable during the remaining MD sim-

ulation. A different profile was found for free tetrameric

IN system that shows an unstable profile. These results

are in perfect agreement with biochemical experiments

demonstrating that the LEDGF/p75 binds and stabilizes

the IN tetramer.

Figure 3
(A) IS for LEDGF/p75, (B) IS for IN, and (C) CS between LEDGF/p75

and IN.

Figure 4
Identification of the region in LEDGF/p75 interacting with IN.

Interaction Between HIV-1 IN and LEDGF/p75
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Although the representations reported in Figure 6 were

useful in analyzing the dynamics of the whole protein

structures, we were also interested in determining which

parts of the protein were most flexible. To this end, the

RMSFs of the a carbons of each residues were calculated

for both systems during the last 8 ns of simulation.

Results are graphically shown in Figure 7.

The time necessary to reach a stable RMSD for both

systems depends upon the dynamical behaviors of the C-

terminal domains. However, it is interesting to note that

the C-terminal domains of monomer B and monomer D,

which directly interact with LEGDF, showed a lower flex-

ibility in the tetramer IN-LEGDF/p75 IBD complex with

respect to the free tetramer. This suggests that the two

molecules of LEDGF/p75 could stabilize the tetramer by

reducing its C-terminals fluctuations.

Analysis of the tetramer IN-LEGDF/IBD
complex

Hot spot analysis

The MM-GBSA approach was used to identify the

amino acids that make significant energetic contributions

to the binding free energy in the IN tetramer-LEDGF/

p75 IBD complex. A total of 100 snapshots were taken

from the last 12 ns of the MD trajectories. In detail, a

binding free energy decomposition at the atomic level

was made to evaluate the contribution of each residue to

the complex formation. Table I shows the residue ‘‘hot

spots’’ that have a significant favorable contribution to

the binding free energy (|DGbind
res| > 1 kcal/mol). It is of

interest that we studied the binding of two LEDGF/p75

IBD by taking advantage of the fact that IN is a tetramer

with two independent binding sites. Most of the residues

that we have identified belong to the CCDs of the IN tet-

ramer (Ala128, Gln168, Ala169 Glu170, His171, Thr174,

Thr124, Thr125, Trp131, and Trp132). These residues

match those already identified by Zhao et al.,39 who per-

formed molecular dynamic simulation of a complex

between the CCDs of dimeric IN with one molecule of

LEDGF/p75 IBD. However, several novel hot spots were

found in both amino-terminal (Leu2, Asp3, Asp6, Gln9,

Glu10, Glu11, and Glu13) and carboxy-terminal domains

(Trp243, Glu246, Ala248, Val250, Ile257, Val259, Arg263,

and Asp270). Concerning the hot spots identified within

the LEDGF/p75 IBD subunits, the residues Lys364,

Ile365, Asp366, Asn367, Leu368, Phe406, and Val408

have already been reported to be important for the com-

plex formation. In addition to these residues, we have

also identified the amino-acids Lys392, Thr398, Arg404,

Arg405, Lys407, and Glu414 in LEDGF/p75 as important

for its interaction with IN.

These results are in perfect agreement with all reported

site-directed mutagenic studies, which indicate that resi-

dues Ile365, Asp366, and Phe406 in LEDGF/p75 and the

amino acids Ala129, Trp132, Arg166, and Gln168 in IN

are crucial for the interactions between the two pro-

teins.40–45

Hydrogen bonds analysis

Hydrogen-bonding interactions between tetrameric IN

and the two molecules LEDGF/p75-1 and LEDGF/p75-2

were determined and shown in Tables II and III, respec-

tively. The hydrogen-bond interactions were reported

when the occupancy was more than 20% in the investi-

gated time period (the last 12 ns of simulation). Stable

hydrogen bonds were found at the interface of the CCD

of IN and LEDGF/p75 IBD for both LEDGF/p75-1 and

LEDGF/p75-2. Particularly, amino acids Glu170, His171,

and Thr174 in IN established hydrogen-bond contacts

with Asp366 in LEDG, and residues Gln168 and Glu170

interacted with Ile365 and Asn367, respectively. More-

over, the indole NH of Trp131 made a hydrogen-bond

interaction with the carbonyl backbone of Arg405.

In addition to these already reported crucial interac-

tions, the tetramer IN-LEDGF/p75 IBD complex was

stabilized by a network of hydrogen bonds involving

Figure 5
Identification of the region in IN interacting with LEDGF/p75.

Figure 6
Time evolution of the root mean square deviations (RMSD calculated

on Ca) of free tetrameric IN and tetrameric IN-LEDGF/p75 IBD

complex from the corresponding initial structure.

C. Tintori et al.
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several residues of both the amino-terminal (Gln9,

Asp3, Leu2, Asp6, and Glu11) and carboxy-terminal

(Glu246, Trp243, Lys392, Arg263, and Lys244) domains

of IN.

In detail, LEDGF/p75-1 established hydrogen-bond

contacts with Gln9, Asp3, Leu2, Asp6, Glu246, Trp243,

Lys392, Arg263, and Lys244 by means of residues

Thr398, Arg404, Gln391, Gln388, Arg405, Tyr420, Ile257,

Glu414, Lys392, Lys401, and Lys407. On the other hand,

residues Arg405, Lys407, and Lys401 of LEDGF/p75-2

were involved in hydrogen bond interactions with amino

acids Glu11, Glu246, and Asp6 of IN. Some differences

were observed in the pattern of the interactions of the

two LEDGF/p75 IBD molecules. However, we identified

many common residues in both LEDGF/p75-1 and

LEDGF/p75-2 that are crucial for their interactions with

IN that include Asp366, Ile365, Asn367, Arg404, Arg405,

Lys401, and Lys407. These consensus interactions may lie

at the basis of the recognition process between tetrameric

IN and LEDGF/p75 IBD.

Figure 7
RMSF for each residues belong to chain A (A), chain B (B), chain C (C), and chain D (D )in IN. The number of residues is reported in abscissa

while the RMSF expressed in Å is reported in ordinate.

Interaction Between HIV-1 IN and LEDGF/p75
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Electrostatic interactions

The interactions between the amino-terminal and the

carboxy-terminal residues in IN and LEDGF/p75 IBD

were almost exclusively electrostatic in nature. In particu-

lar, two well-defined salt bridges existed between Lys401

and Lys407 in both LEDGF/p75 molecules with Asp6 and

Glu246 in IN, respectively. These electrostatic interactions

were investigated during the MD simulations by moni-

toring the distance between the NE atoms of the two

lysines and the CD atoms of residues Asp6 and Glu246

for both LEDGF/p75-1 and LEDGF/p75-2. The two salt

bridges were stable during the last 12 ns of simulation

for both LEDGF/p75 IBD molecules.

Table I
Hot-Spots Identified by Binding Free Energy Decomposition Per Residue

Residue IN-chain A Residue IN-chain B Residue IN-chain C Residue IN-chain D Residue LEDGF/p75-1 Residue LEDGF/p75-2

131 (26.61) 170 (24.66) 131 (27.12) 170 (25.11) 365 (26.04) 365 (25.97)
125 (23.77) 169 (24.07) 125 (22.94) 3 (24.25) 366 (25.29) 405 (25.23)
128 (22.49) 6 (21.99) 246 (22.77) 6 (23.82) 398 (25.09) 366 (24.61)
95 (22.12) 257 (21.58) 128 (22.32) 243 (23.13) 392 (23.39) 364 (23.80)
124 (21.87) 171 (21.53) 263 (21.70) 13 (22.91) 367 (23.14) 406 (22.87)
132 (21.31) 174 (21.32) 2 (21.61) 257 (22.73) 408 (23.02) 408 (22.39)
270 (21.18) 11 (21.17) 3 (21.56) 9 (22.33) 406 (23.0) 368 (22.11)
124 (21.17) 259 (21.0) 132 (21.51) 259 (22.27) 364 (22.43) 367 (21.99)

15 (21.0) 124 (21.32) 171 (21.97) 368 (22.17) 414 (21.41)
95 (21.25) 168 (21.66) 414 (21.84) 378 (21.35)
270 (21.18) 10 (21.45) 404 (21.57) 369 (21.31)

256 (21.32) 378 (21.53) 358 (21.23)
174 (21.31) 369 (21.44) 379 (21.23)
250 (21.25) 349 (21.43) 375 (21.23)
248 (21.09) 379 (21.36) 349 (21.12)

375 (21.35) 426 (21.02)
358 (21.30)

Table II
Hydrogen Bonds Between LEDGF/p75-1 and Tetramer IN with

Occupancy >20%

IN
LEDGF/p75-1

IBD

Distance (�) Occupancy (%)Residue Group Residue Group

E170 (chain B) H D366 OD1 2.79 99.97
T174 (chain B) HG1 D366 OD2 2.78 96.53
Q168 (chain B) O I365 H 3.067 95.17
Q9 (chain D) HE22 T398 OG1 2.99 95.07
D3 (chain D) OD2 R404 HH12 2.95 90.34
D3 (chain D) OD1 R404 HH22 3.02 82.31
D3 (chain D) OD1 R404 HH12 3.04 79.84
E246 (chain C) OE2 R405 HH12 2.88 72.54
Q95 (chain A) HE22 D366 O 2.96 70.14
D3 (chain D) OD2 R404 HH22 3.1 67.88
H171 (chain B) H D366 OD2 3.23 66.91
L2 (chain C) O Q391 HE21 3.05 63.78
W243 (chain D) HE1 Q388 OE1 2.88 63.58
E246 (chain C) OE2 R405 HH22 2.97 55.25
E170 (chain B) OE2 N367 HD22 2.94 50.02
D3 (chain D) OD2 Y420 HH 2.91 38.95
W131 (chain A) HE1 R405 O 3.14 37.89
E170 (chain B) OE1 N367 HD22 2.92 36.69
I257 (chain A) O K392 HZ2 2.84 35.89
R263 (chain A) HH22 E414 OE2 3 35.45
K244 (chain A) O Q388 HE21 3.12 34.76
E170 (chain A) H D366 OD2 3.319 33.76
R263 (chain A) HH12 E414 OE1 2.93 33.49
R263 (chain A) HH22 E414 OE1 2.93 33.49
D6 (chain A) OD1 K401 HZ1 2.81 32.12
R263 (chain A) HH12 E414 OE2 3 31.99
D6 (chain A) OD1 K401 HZ2 2.81 30.02
E246 (chain C) OE2 K407 HZ2 2.91 29.99
E246 (chain C) OE2 K407 HZ1 2.89 29.66
D6 (chian D) OD1 K401 HZ3 2.81 28.19
Q9 (chain D) OE1 K401 HZ3 2.89 26.92
Q9 (chain D) OE1 K401 HZ1 2.89 25.26
Q9 (chain D) OE1 K401 HZ2 2.90 25.19
E246 (chain C) OE1 K407 HZ2 2.99 25.09
E246 (chain C) OE1 R405 HH12 2.90 20.56

Table III
Hydrogen Bonds Between LEDGF/p75-2 and Tetramer IN with

Occupancy >20%

IN
LEDGF/p75-2

IBD

Distance (�) Occupancy (%)Residue Group Residue Group

E170 (chain D) H D366 OD1 2.836 98.27
Q168 (chain D) O I365 H 2.966 97.77
E11 (chain B) OE2 R405 HH21 2.86 92.84
H171 (chain D) H D366 OD2 3.092 86.57
E11 (chain B) OE1 R405 HE 2.88 88.04
E170 (chain D) H D366 OD2 3.141 78.41
E11 (chain B) OE1 R405 HH21 3.1 77.14
T174 (chainD) HG1 D366 OD2 2.74 74.08
E11 (chain B) OE2 R405 HE 3.1 29.32
E246 (chain A) OE2 K407 HZ1 2.92 25.29
E246 (chain A) OE1 K407 HZ1 2.92 24.89
E170 (chain C) OE1 N367 HD22 2.97 23.29
E170 (chain C) OE2 N367 HD22 2.97 20.06
W131 (chain C) HE1 R405 O 3.053 71.64
Q95 (chain C) HE22 D366 O 2.922 57.48
D6 (chain B) O K401 HZ2 2.967 22.19
D6 (chain B) O K401 HZ3 2.958 21.66
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Hydrophobic interactions

Several hydrophobic residues were located at the tet-

ramer IN/LEDGF/p75 IBD binding interface, as reported

in Table IV. Ile365 made several van der Waals contacts

with Ala98, Leu102, Ala128, Ala129, Thr125, Trp132,

Ala169, Thr174, and Met178. Phe406 mainly interacted

with the indole ring of Trp131 by a p-p interaction. Fur-

thermore, Leu368 and Val408 interacted with Thr124,

Thr125, Ala128, and Lys127 through positive van der

Waals contacts, and Ile403 made favorable hydrophobic

interactions with Trp131. Positive van der Waals contacts

were also found between the aliphatic portion of the

Lys364 side chain and Ala169. Only weak hydrophobic

interactions between the amino-terminal or CTDs of IN

and LEDGF/p75 were observed.

CONCLUSIONS

From the first article published by Cherepanov et al. in

2003,46 many research groups have published interesting

studies on the role of LEDGF/p75 in HIV-1 integration

in the last years.

Moreover, several studies have been conducted to es-

tablish which residues of IN and LEDGF/p75 are respon-

sible for the interactions between the two proteins. A

major advance was achieved when the co-crystal struc-

ture of the LEDGF/p75 and IN core domain was deter-

mined. However, it has been shown that not only is the

central core domain of IN involved in the interaction

with LEDGF/p75 but also the N-terminal zinc binding

domain plays an important role.16 Furthermore, bio-

chemical characterizations of the interactions between

full-length IN and LEDGF/p75 have recently demon-

strated that LEDGF/p75 promotes IN tetramerization

with two LEDGF/p75 IBD molecules bound to the IN

tetramer.17 On the other hand, it has been shown previ-

ously that concordance in EIIP patterns is an important

condition for targeting between interacting proteins and

that the sequence domains that contribute the most to

this concordance are involved in important protein-pro-

tein interactions.20–25 The ISM is a bioinformatics tool

that we used to analyze the EIIP sequence similarity pat-

terns. Specifically, ISM analyses were performed to pre-

dict domains that were potentially involved in the inter-

action of HIV-1 IN with cellular LEDGF/p75. The HIV-1

IN domains (core and N-terminal domains) involved in

this interaction that were found in experimental studies

are the same domains that were found from our bioin-

formatics analyses. In LEDGF/p75, the important domain

encompasses residues 381 to 430, the sequence that con-

tains residues also already identified as important for

binding to IN by means of crystallographic studies. This

result confirms that the EIIP pattern is an accurate indi-

cator of HIV-1 IN-LEDGF/p75 recognition and interac-

tion being in agreement in different aspects with crystal-

lographic data,12 mutagenesis studies,36 and domain dele-

tion studies.6 In a recent work, we have successfully

applied EIIP as a descriptor for virtual filtering of small

molecules that act as IN inhibitors.47

After considering the results from this ISM analysis as

well as the experimental studies described above, we

decided to build a model of interactions between the tet-

rameric form of IN and two molecules of LEDGF/p75.

Such a model was obtained by assembling all available

crystallographic structures. Moreover, a detailed dynamics

picture of the interactions between the two proteins was

derived by molecular dynamic simulations. Several hot

spots were identified by the decomposition of the bind-

ing free energy on a per-residue basis. Most of these hot

spots belong to the CCDs of IN, in agreement with pre-

viously results reported by Zhao et al.39 These hot spot

residues were composed of Gln168, Glu170, Thr174,

Thr125, Trp131, and His171 in IN, which interact with

amino acids Ile365, Asp366, Phe406, and Val408 in

LEDGF/p75. In addition to these already reported crucial

interactions, the tetramer IN-LEDGF/p75 IBD complex

was stabilized by a network of interactions involving sev-

eral residues of both the amino-terminal (Gln9, Asp3,

Leu2, Asp6, and Glu11) and the carboxy-terminal

(Glu246, Trp243, Lys392, Arg263, and Lys244) domains

of IN. Although the CCD of IN is characterized by

strong van der Waals contacts and stable hydrogen

bonds, LEDGF/p75 binds the amino-terminal and the

carboxy-terminal domains of IN mainly with electrostatic

interactions. On the whole, our results suggest that the

CCD of IN is essential for the interaction with LEDGF/

p75. We also show that some residues at the amino-ter-

minal and carboxy-terminal domains could interact with

LEDGF/p75 contributing to the complex formation.

These computational predictions could be a helpful start-

ing point for future site-directed mutagenesis studies.

Particularly because our results are in agreement with the

available experimental studies. In fact, the involvement of

the N-terminal domain of IN in the interaction with

LEDGF/p75 has been proved by Maertens et al.16 Con-

cerning the involvement of the C-terminal domain of IN

in the interaction with LEDGF/p75, a study has been

recently published in which the authors observed that the

presence of LEDGF/p75 IBD in infected cells prevents

Table IV
Residues Involved in Hydrophobic Interactions

LEDGF/p75-1 LEDGF/p75-2 IN

Ile365 Ile365 Ala98, Leu102, Ala128, Ala129, Thr125,
Trp132, Ala169, Thr174, Met178

Ile403 Ile403 Trp131
Phe406 Phe406 Trp131, Ala128
Val408 Val408 Thr124, Ala128, Lys127
Val370 Val370 Thr124
Leu368 Leu368 Thr124, Ala128, Thr125
Lys364 Lys364 Ala169
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access to the IN C-terminus because it is masked in the

presence of LEDGF/p75 IBD.48

Furthermore, to study the role of LEDGF/p75 in the

stabilization of the IN, MD simulations were also per-

formed on the free tetrameric form of integrase

(unbounded with LEDGF/p75). By comparing the two

trajectory profiles, it was possible to observe that while

the IN-LEDGF/p75 complex was stable during the time

of simulation, a different behavior was found for the free

IN tetramer. In detail, the C-terminal domains of mono-

mer B and monomer D, which directly interact with

LEGDF, had a lower flexibility in the tetramer IN-

LEGDF/IBD complex with respect to the free tetramer.

Thus suggests that the two molecules of LEDGF/p75

could stabilize the tetramer by reducing its C-terminal

fluctuations.

It is important to emphasize that the residues recog-

nized by MD analyses in both proteins are immediately

adjacent or involved in domains identified by ISM analy-

ses. These findings are in accordance with the concept of

complementary analyses of protein-protein interactions

involving LRIs and SRIs that was the basis of this work.

Namely, the goal of ISM is to identify parts of the

sequence that contribute the most to the recognition and

targeting of the proteins at distances longer than one lin-

ear dimension of the biomolecules, LRI.19 These targeting

sequences are already shown to be close in structure or

partially overlapping with the domains involved in

SRIs.49,50 Complementary to ISM, MD studies aimed at

studying in detail the SRI between the interacting pro-

teins (such as hydrogen bond contacts, electrostatic inter-

actions, van der Waals interactions) were performed. We

assumed that these two kinds of analyses would enable

us to make a broader image of the LEDGF/p75-HIV-1

IN interaction that could be possible by use of either one

alone. As a result, this study provides a detailed dynamic

picture of IN-LEDGF/p75 that is in many elements in

agreement with available experimental data and, thereby,

provides a new understanding of IN-LEDGF/p75 interac-

tions. Moreover, the model is able to explain the role of

LEDGF/p75 in the stabilization of the tetramer IN and is,

therefore, of general interest for the development of new

anti-HIV-1 inhibitors.

Our analysis agrees with Benkhelifa-Ziyyat et al.48 who

suggested that two types of IN-LEDGF/p75 IBD com-

plexes may form: one in which the C-terminus is accessi-

ble and another one in which the C-terminus is masked.

These two states were proposed to depend on the experi-

mental system used during their study. In this regard,

our model could represents the mode of binding of

LEDGF/p75 to IN in cytoplasm and, it is complementary

to the recently reported electron microscopy study by

Michel et al.51 These authors have obtained a three-

dimensional model of HIV-1 integrase with LEDGF/p75

and DNA by fitting the known atomic structures onto

negatively stained electron microscopy (EM) maps, yield-

ing a clear determination of the interactions between IN,

DNA and LEDGF/p75 in the nucleus. Remarkably, two

interesting articles have been recently published by Hare

et al.52,53 showing that the role of HIV-1 IN N-terminus

in interaction with LEDGF/p75 remains still uncertain.

These authors determined the crystallographic structures

of the maedi visna virus (MVV) IN tetramer in open

and closed conformations.52 These structures disagree in

the locations of the amino-terminal domains with the

previously determined HIV-1 IN tetramer,29 maybe due

to the fact that the overall sequence identity between

MVV IN and HIV-1 IN is less than 30%, but the reasons

for these differences could be multiple. Similarly, the

crystal structure of HIV-2 IN (CCD and NTD) in com-

plex with LEDGF/p75 reported by the same authors53

shows differences in the relative position of NTD versus

CCD with respect to the HIV-1 IN crystal structures

reported so far. The study by Hare et al.53 explains the

role of the HIV-2 NTD in the interaction with LEDGF/

p75 but the role of HIV-1 NTD has to be further investi-

gated as well as the role of CTD in the interaction with

LEDGF/p75 which has been just studied. Many experi-

mental investigations are still needed to clarify these

unresolved aspects.
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